Introduction
The series of COVID-19 lockdowns in 2020 and 2021
have reinforced how vital poetry – and all forms of art –
is to people. Not just as an experience to have, but as a
process to be part of. Engaging in creative writing is
empowering and cathartic – two incredibly important
areas of life that were diminished in the pandemic.
As we became remote from each other, we needed
ways to connect more deeply. Participating in a creative
workshop creates space in which we are permitted to
be ourselves, reflect on our lived experiences, and be
heard by a group – and so be held in a safe space. It is
also a space of celebration: of the strength shown
through vulnerability and the honest giving of ourselves.
This short collection is a reflection of this ethos. It is the
result of poetry workshops I led through Ideas Test’s
outreach programme You Me Us – set up with the
intention to reduce feelings of loneliness and social
isolation in Medway and Swale. I called my contribution
‘Lifelines to Link Us’, as both the phonelines and poetry
rhymes brought us together.
It was a privilege to work with those who took part in
the workshops, and a huge thank you to Ideas Test for
creating the project.
Dan Simpson @dansimpsonpoet
July 2021
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Lifelines To Link Us
a crowdsourced poem
with all words sourced on social media
from the public in Swale and Medway
edited by Dan Simpson
When lockdown started
smelling the ozone went online
obligatory choir greetings
chatting with folks who don’t speak the language
hugs we used to do without a thought
too much contact
the sense of how isolating it must be
big, beautiful container ships.
Walking by the sea, all cares set aside
cool breeze, sorbet-coloured waves
watching dogs play in the water
strange and wonderful family
friends near and far
neighbours, passers-by
seem to be on their way everywhere
banishing loneliness in the distance
bird calls singing lustily
feeling the salty breeze on my face
white yachts, red sailed barges, jet skis, kayaks
the shining sand a wide-open horizon.
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I’m still nervous about our first house
mint green, ochre, lilac
closer to the countryside than I thought
but I learned new things
wattle and daub, an Allen key attachment
making our mark on it here and there
bringing life and colour to a space
graffiti indoor walls, raising the rafters
a sense of purpose and pride
quite literally making a home together
I never used to be bothered about gardening
the difference between west and east coast
but a chat over the garden fence
even with the window cleaner or postie
contains the seeds for communion
a way to connect to the outside world
listening--really listening--is limitless
British Sign Language adding colour and light
a reminder about how important communication is
we can get through this
to harmonise, to share, to rhapsodise
surf the land with a cup of tea
with fortitude and a smile
watercolour paints: nature is surviving
and so can we.
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Kayleigh Rousell
Getting Help
Hello and thank you for coming today, please, take a
seat,
As a formality I'm going to ask you some questions,
really simple. I’m just going to read out some
statements and I just want you to answer them
honestly.
In the last week how often have you associated with the
following statements:
I have felt overwhelmingly sad
Not at all…? one or two times..?. some of the time? or
even... all of the time? Ah okay,
When thinking of the future I feel hopeless
Again, Not at all, one or two times, some of the time, all
of the time? All of the time? Interesting...
I have felt like a complete failure
...all of the time? Ah yes. I can see why...
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Next one… Are you answering these correctly?
… You seem confused? Are you answering these
correctly? Not at all? One or two times? Some of the
time? Or all of the time? If you’re struggling we can
come back to this one, but I can’t help you if you’re not
going to be honest with me. All you have to do is get
these questions right. It's not that hard really, any
normal person could do it, but you’re not normal are
you? You're special… You get to waste 45 minutes of my
time every week or so promising me and yourself that
you will get better, and yet you don’t... Why is that?
Why is it you chose to take this time slot up when
someone who could actually be helped could use it?
Sorry, where were we?…Ummm next one? I am a
burden to myself and others?
Ah okay…
I feel like I am being punished
Not at all? Some of the time? Okay... okay.
Right, well adding up the data I can tell you that you've
passed the test and are welcome to more sessions.
However… Just a thought... Have you tried these?
They’re pills! They don’t stop the large-scale injustices
we all face, but if you’re lucky, they may trick you into
thinking you don’t hate being alive as much as you
currently do. Will you give them a try? Maybe even be
quiet why you do so?
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Jo Eden
Object
Spirit / white-whiskered nose / peeping high / warm
wood tap / slippery fish caught in jaws / fur wet-leaveslick, pastel grey/ running waters / freedom's sharp
spraint / mastery of play
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I am Orange Fizz (a chemical reaction)
Clementine darling
sticky sweet orangeade
in a thick green bottle
pasty tablets in a haliborange tube
mandarin Chinese lanterns
hanging
grove of Spanish citrus trees
shiny green leaves
I am zingy with vitamins
I am minty with minerals
I am chemical reactions
sickly sodium light, soda,
pink plink champagne
swoosh suck shoosh
waterfall, fountain spray
orange tans, orange men
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1920's bride with a circlet in her hair
hands full of orange blossom
belisha beacon
amber traffic light
a rare orange balloon
Did you know an orange floats
if you peel it?
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I want to be
I want to be a fairground ride for Al
to sweep her onto a carousel
whizz her round in technicolour
see her flying hair, shining smile
forgetting the shadows for a while
I want to be a crystal cave
for myself
huge, studded with quartz, olivine
dazzling with rarity
lighting a path to something great
I want to be a dog-sitter for Rene
when she goes to the Docs
Huddle her three with my 4 into a right royal pack
take them down the beach
have trippers from London
wonder, pat, stroke,
say, "It's nice 'ere, innit."
I want to be an Art gallery
just for any kids who come to the Museum
showing paintings and sculptures
and fun installations they can climb all over
and no-one to say
"Get off that - you'll break it!"
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And now I am
And now I am
playing pinball (in my dreams)
for there are no machines
any more
and now I am 61
and now I am Zooming with my song-writing friends
and now I am longing for Red Army Fiction
anxious about another lockdown
and now I am watching Turner skies from my balcony
getting more unfit by the minute
and now I am eating a shiny red apple
and now I am five foot three in old money
wearing a wide straw hat with a multi-coloured scarf
and now I am sipping ginger n pear soda
and now I have no hair
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Kelly Phoenix
Now I am
And now I am nearly 40!
Sat on the beach,
Worried about the future.
And now I am a mum and a student,
Looking upon my unworn high heels
Replaced by the wellies and toasty socks.
And now I am driving everywhere,
Finishing my course,
And now I am tired.
And now I am snuggled in my coat,
Walking in the rain,
Hoping for a holiday.
And now I am dreaming of a party,
Fizzy bubbles of pop,
And a big hug from my bestie.
And now I am ………. a hug.
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1981
Amped up auto correct,
Case-sensitive boom box,
Whilst base jumping with a bashful bladder,
Your body double holding the camcorder,
Elbow bump and a chipped manicure,
Are the gateway drug.
High-definition party monster, dipping tobacco with ET.
Your phone card and photo op will become your screen
saver,
Uninstall weekend warrior,
With warm fuzzies, trash talk and yellow rain.
Woo-hoo
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A song merged with memory.
A day in central London,
Gathering of women,
I got all my sisters with me,
As we walk on by
We march in unison,
Loud yet peaceful
We can fly just like birds of a feather,
Absorbing the energy and passion,
Of those official and famous faces,
Here’s what we call our golden rule.
Stand tall, placards high and smile proud remembering,
Have faith in the things you do.
Have pride for being a part.
Off something that resides so deep in you.
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In a film studio near you…
In a world where children sleep,
Where your children resemble zombies,
Things are about to get noisy.
One woman’s journey to locate belongings and depart
children on their way.
Clothes will disappear from their last location,
Into the depths of a teenager’s room,
Never to be found.
Never a dull moment it will grip you,
Shaking every muscle,
As the battery toothbrush makes light of a mundane
task,
Coming next week to a house on your street.
Don’t make eye contact with the mother!
She may get you to do the school run.
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Linda Brinklow
Today I Am Salsa Red
Vibrant dancing, Samba beat.
Cha ,Cha, Salsa, Tango twirling.
Flaring petticoats, tapping feet.
Pulsing, fiery, sensuous, smoulder.
Gypsy Flamenco, Staccato heat,
Flash of flesh, cassinettes clacking.
SALSA RED – the Latin Beat.
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Universal Wonderment
It was wonderful to travel along the wide, open road
with the sea and the island to one side.
More than 12 billion years of cosmic history are shown
in this unprecedented, panoramic, full-colour view.
Supply teaching a delightful year 5 class, full of rich
imaginative ideas.
The children were asked to read out their stories to the
group. One autistic child I shall never forget. He stood
up and read confidently.
“Such a detailed multi-colour view of the universe has
never before been assembled in such a combination of
colour, clarity, accuracy, and depth.
The final image combines a broad range of colours, from
the ultraviolet, through visible light, and into the nearinfrared.”
The children listened intently to this wonderful story.
“The image reveals galaxy shapes that appear
increasingly chaotic at each earlier epoch, as galaxies
grew through accretion, collisions, and mergers.
The galaxies range from the mature spirals and
ellipticals in the foreground, to smaller, fainter,
irregularly shaped galaxies”.
Later, when I marked the children’s work, there was
only the date written in his book.
The whole story had been in his head.
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And Now I Am
And now I am visiting the railway station,
Watching student plant summer flowers in enormous
planters, made out of railway sleepers.
And now I am taking my parents out for the day, in a
hired car.
My 94 year old mum likes water,
So we are going to lunch beside the canal at a point
where canals meet
And bargees greet each other as they navigate the locks
and set course in various directions.
And now I am writing a poem.
Researching ancestors,
Finding the times of buses.
Having a coffee
in the sun with friends.
And now I am worrying.
My dog Fifi, is she about to unpick the stitches in her
belly?
Will she pick up an infection?
And now I am resolved.
Nothing will change by worrying.
Just relax
And let things be.
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I Want To Ride…
“I want to ride my bicycle
I want to ride my bike”.
Companionship,
Group member.
Exciting.
Challenging
“I want to ride my bicycle
I want to ride it where I like.”
Troubled young man.
Difficult home life.
“You say black, I say white
You say bark, I say bite”.
Arguments with mum.
Best equipment
Hardly affordable.
“You say shark, I say hey man
Jaws was never my scene
Teresa was a beauty queen.
and I don't like Star Wars.”
“Bicycle races are coming your way
So forget all your duties, oh yeah
Fat bottomed girls, they'll be riding today
So look out for those beauties, oh yeah.”
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SMILE
Faster,
Travel faster,
Even faster.
WIN
“You say Rolls, I say Royce
You say God, give me a choice
All I wann’a do is.
RIDE”
And he died riding.
(Killed by a young man who had stolen his dad’s car -for
a laugh.)
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Exercises To Try At Home
Favourite Things
1. You’re going to describe some of your
favourite things, finishing the same sentence
every time: ‘FAVOURITE THING is…’. Use 3 or
so describing words for each of these:
a. Your favourite food
b. Your favourite place
c. Your favourite subject at school
d. Your favourite musician / band
e. Your favourite season
f. Your favourite book
g. Your favourite colour
h. Your favourite TV show / film
eg.
Pizza is cheesy, delicious, and a bubbling volcano
of goodness.
2. Then change each ‘FAVOURITE THING is…’ to ‘I
am…’
eg.
I am cheesy, delicious, and a bubbling volcano of
goodness
3. Read back – which sentences are accurate?
Which ones interesting?
4. You already have a list poem! If you want to,
you can expand on any of these through a
freewrite
Eg.
I am a bubbling volcano of goodness
ready to burst with help
my molten lava will engulf you in smiles.
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Deletion Power
1. Imagine an object you know well – or pick
something you can see.
2. Time yourself: write for one minute using each
of your five senses. No wrong answers! What do
you see, hear, smell, touch, and taste when you
engage with this object? (please don’t actually
lick your object!).
3. After this, write for one minute on how the
object makes you feel.
4. Now, the challenge is to delete at least 50% of
the words. You could delete whole sentences,
but it might be more interesting to mash up
some of the words into interesting fragments!
Perhaps give yourself just one minute to do this
too!
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Four Corners
1. Fold your paper into four – or, if you’re typing,
begin each section 1, 2, 3, 4
2. Write 4-5 short sentences about the first topic –
whatever comes to mind! Then move to the next
box / number to write 4-5 sentences about the
next topic, until you’ve done all four.
the sky | how you feel today | the last song you heard |
your favourite thing to do
3. Pick your favourite line from one section. This is
the first line of your poem!
4. Now look through the rest of the sentences in
the other sections: what goes well next to it?
This is your second line!
5. Repeat until you have at least 2 lines from each
section. The only rule is you can’t have lines
from the same section next to each other.
6. Choose your last line. Your poem is complete!
Feel free to edit or rewrite, if you like.
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